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Reviewer's report:

This is relevant manuscript that provides a modern approach to the interpretation of hospital level effects. It has a clear pedagogical and popular approach, which I think is worthy since the concepts used by the authors are relatively new and needs be more extensively applied.

However, the authors should try to perform a more extended review of the literature of published articles in order to correctly place their work within all the published work. I would like to see a large number of references to the work other authors and – if appropriate – repetition of these references within the main text.

The interpretation of measures of heterogeneity (e.g., MOR) and clustering (i.e., ICC) is really considered in the study but need be expanded. In fact the substantive interpretation of ICC vs MOR does not differ so much since both measures are based on the same variance value.

In this context, I will include an explanation on the GEE-ALR that provides the pairwise odds ratio measure: a worthy measure for measuring and interpreting clustering.

The pedagogical and popular approach of the study need be stressed... even in the title
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